n . Monetaryand ForeignExchangePolicy
D uring the year, the Bank of Korea supplied money.flexibly; seeking to soothe the
m arket'sinstability, At the same time, it sought to refine its monetary policy ins71men?
in order to prepare the environment for indirect monetary management. The Bank also

took various measuresto expand 7nancial support to small and medium enterprises
(SME5),whichwere experiencing numerous difficulties as a result ova uedit cnlnch.
In the area of foreign exchange poliry, the government pursued extensive foreign
exchange and capital account liberalization,

fulfilling its undertakings

given on

joining the OECD in September 1995. Concerned over the growing mismatch

between demand and supply in the domestic foreign exchange market, it also
carried out earlier than originally planned a number of steps, such as a wider capital
m arket opening and the improvement of the system for current transactions.
Especially during the fourth quarter, with the mounting

instability of the foreign

exchange market, additional measures designed to restore stability were carried out
within the framework of the agreement concluded with the International Monetary
Fund. These included a much wider capital market opening and a shift to a freefloating exchange rate system.

1. Monetary

Policy

(1) Setting and Operating

the Monetary

Target Ranges

In view of the disruptive impact of the previous year's realignment of the trust
account system on its chosen monetary aggregate, the Bank of Korea adopted a
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system of dual monetary intermediate targets;namelyl the growth rate of M2 and
that of MCT(M2+CDs+Money-in-Trust). The target range for the growth of M2 was

set within a range of 14～19 per cent and that for MCT at 15～20 per cent on a
D ecember daily-average basis.
The emphasis of monetary and credit policies during the year was placed on

flexibility in the supply of money with a view to regaining stability in the financial
m arkets, which were unsettled by the managerial difficulties of some financial
institutions and the credit crunch 7rising from the increased number of large
corporate insolvencies, Especially during the last two months of the year, when

financial institutions and firms alike experienced an acute shortage of liquidity
owing to the financial and currency crises, the Bank of Korea purchased bonds

issued by the Non-performing Asset Resolution Fund, extended special loans to
some troubled financial institutions, and raised the aggregate credit ceiling.
However, it subsequently acted to minimize the inflationary pressures on aggregate

demand by absorbing the excessliquidity through open market operations.
Under the terms of Korea's agreement with the IMf, the Bank changed its
m ethod of monetary policy operation in December from a focus on the dual
intermediate targets to the management

of reserve money itself determined

in

consideration of M3 which serves as an informative indicator. Reserve money is
classified into Net International

Reserves (NIR), which are the BOK's net extemal

assets, and Net Domestic Assets (NDA). Reserve money is managed by setting a floor
for NIR and a ceiling for NDA.
T he Bank

of Korea in concert
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reserve money as of the end of December at 15.4 and -9.5 per cent respectivelyl and
established the floor for NIR at -3 billion dollars and the ceiling for NDA at 26,570

billion won as the performance criteria. In response to the conduct of monetary
p oliryf the growth rate of reserve money stood at -12.5 per cent at the end of the
year and that of M3 at 13.9 per cent. Meanwhile,

NIR and NDA met their

performance criteria by registering -3 billion dollars and 25,819 billion won,
respectively.

(2) Rediscount
A . Improvement

Policy

of Marginal Lending Facility

O n February 24, the Bank improved

its marginal

lending facility(B2 funds),

which is a system of loans to banks which are suffering from temporary shortages of
reserve requirements or settlement funds. Because the determination

and scale of

B2 lending had been at the discretion of the Bank, call rates had risen steeply and

call market transactions had shrunk dramatically whenever there was a shortage of
reserves. Thus, it was decided to allow banks to borrow B2 funds at their discretion

in order to heighten
excessive volatility

the predictability

of their fund management

in short term interest rates. Ceilings

and inhibit

for each bank's B2

borrowings were set at 50 per cent of the daily average reserve requirement for one

day and at 100 per cent of the average reserverequirement for each half-month
reserve period. However, in the case of requests for borrowings of B2 funds over and
above these, the Bank decides whether
accommodation

or not to lend and the scale of the

on a case-by-casebasis.

B. Managing the Aggregate Credit Ceiling flexibly
O n February 24, the Bank lowered the ceiling on its aggregate credit by 2.8
trillion won, reducing

the amount

available

from 6.4 trillion

won to 3.6 trillion

won in order to absorb the excessliquidity induced by that month's reduction in
reserve requirements. But, on December 12, the ceiling was lifted by 17illion

won

to facilitate support for SMEs suffering 7om the credit squeeze.
Also, the Bank changed its method of allocating credit quotas to individual banks

as a means of inducing their support for SMEs and high technology industries. On
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February 24, the method of quota calculation was changed from an item-by-item
b asis, for example, commercial bill discounts and foreign trade financing, to the

sum of such items. And in calculating eligible commercial bill discounts, the
weighting of local branch lending and the bar on those to non-manufacturers were
abolished. On April 1, banks'loan to information and telecommunication
industries were included in calculating that portion of the aggregate ceiling
allocated by provincial branches. On May 1, in order to induce banks to expand
their credit-based lending, the Bank raised the weighting of such lending from 5 to
15 per cent in calculating their quotas under the aggregate credit ceiling.
C . Measures for Stabilizing the Financial Market

On September 8, the Bankprovided a special loan ozone trillion won with a oneyear maturity to Korea First Bank (B:FB),which was acutely short of liquidity owing

to its accumulation of bad loans. The interest rate on this special loan was set at 8
p er cent, the average cost of funds for commercial banks. In an attached
7nemorandum, KFB agreed to carry out faithfully the self-rescuescheme it had
submitted

to the Bank.

O n October 16, the Bank also extended special loans to the sixteen merchant
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banking corporations whose loans to firms falling under the "BankruptcyPrevention Accord" exceeded 50 per cent of their equity capital. The terms of the
loans were identical to that provided to KFB.And it imposed a condition that failure
to carry out self-rescueschemes sincerely might result in the loans being called in
beforematurity or having their interest rate raised.

On November28, through purchasingin full a two-trillionwon bond issueby
the Non-performing Asset Resolution Fund, the Bank gave its support to banks in
clearing bad loans, thus backing financial market stabilization and financial
industry restructuring. The discount rate on the bonds was 5 per cent. The Bank
m ade payment to the Fund in the form of Monetary Stabilization Bonds (MSBs),
whose redemption was permitted in the case of necessity.

In December, fourteen merchant banking corporations were ordered to suspend
their business and two securities companies

were declared insolvent.

Fund

transactionsamong financial institutions in the call market shrank drasticallyand
financial markets went into turmoil. The Bank thus stepped in to support banks,
m erchant banking corporations, securities companies and investment trust
companies on December 12, setting a ceiling of 11.3 trillion won on this support
facility. To give the banks access to funds equivalent to those locked in as call loans

to suspended merchant banking corporations, the Bank provided loans of 7.3
trillion won to them under this facility through a new loan scheme scheduled to
operate temporarily until the end of 1998. The invesoent trust companies were
furnished with liquidity by the Bank's outright purchase of their government and

public bonds. Its support for the merchant banking corporations and securities
companies was channelled through the Korea SecuritiesFinance Corporation and
the Korea Non-Bank Deposit Insurance Corporation,

As a result of these various

measures,a total of 6 trillion won had been supplied in the form of these special
loans as of the end of December.

D. Financial Support for SMEs and Export Firms Strengthened
The Bank extended emergency funds to SMEs in order to prevent chain
bankruptcies among them in responseto their acute shortage of funds owing to the

large corporateinsolvenciesand the very tight financial conditions. On February
14, the Bank channelled 182.6 billion won to banks by redeeming MSBs to the
same value as their loans to SMEs hit by the failure of Hanbo Iron and Steel. On
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October 1, it furnished support to subcontractors and other firms associated with
Kia group which had fallen into managerial difficulties and been brought under the

Bankruptcy Prevention Accord. The support took the form of an increase in banks'
individual quotas under the aggregate credit ceiling system equivalent to half of
their loans extended to the affected firms, subiect to an overall limit of 350 billion
w orts.

In relation to the foreign trade financing system, on February 15, the Bank linked

the basis for calculation of the unit 1?anable amount to the average exchange rate.
So SMEs and independent large firms were allowed to borrow up to 90 and 60 per
cent, respeftivelyf of the required funds. And raw materials purchase funds and raw

m aterial import funds were unified as raw material funds. On April 23, the Bank
expanded the range of instruments eligible for foreign trade financing from letters

of credit and advance bills of export to other instruments including export factoring
contract

documents.

M oreover, as banks were reluctant to discount export bills owing to the extremely

tight foreign exchange market after the standby loan accord with IMfl the Bank
from December 4 supplied liquidity to banks by redeeming MSBs to an amount

equivalent to their lending performance against export bills.

(3) Open Market Operations

Policy

A . Efficiency of Open Market Operations System Enhanced
D uring the year, the Bank of Korea took several measures to enhance

the

efficienrr of its open market operations.

Firstlyfit moved to a completely competitive bidding system for all its offersof RP
transaction and the issuance of MSBs without exception. However, in spite of this

m easure,the competitive bidding ratio for the Bank's MSBs issuance (the proportion
of the total offered through competitive bidding) decreased from 89 per cent in
1996 to 60 per cent in 1997. This was due, on the one hand, to a big increase in
u nsuccessful bids owing to the large gap between market interest rates and Bank's
m arket intervention

rate from November

onwards,

and on the other hand,

to

foreign banks'branches operation of their funds in the form of MSBs.
Secondlyl on July 23, the Bank changed its method of conducting open market
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7 ab7e5] Competitive Bidding Ratios for the Bank's Rf? and Issuance efMSBs

RP Transactions
IssuanceofMSBs

.
'

1994

1995

1976

1997

49.6

75.7

99.1

170.0

3 1.5

33.0

89.11)

59.5

Nete: 1) Exdudes the issuance of MSBs in connection with the reduction of banks'reserve requirements on
April 23,1796.

operations from receivingwritten bids to screen-basedoffersand bids through Bokw ire. As the complete procedure from announcement

of bidding to the reporting of

the result went on-line, the Bank's counterparts could reduce their bidding-costs
and the Bank was able to heighten the efficiency of its open market operations
through the prompter fine-tuning of conditions.

In a further move, the Bank extended its counterparts for repo transactions,
w hich had been limited to banks, to include merchant

banking

(September 1), securities companies (October 2), and invesoent

corporations

trust companies

(December 19). Therebylit opened up a channel for the direct supply of liquidity to
m erchant banking corporations and securities companies through its use of reverse

reprotransactions, which should be helpful in relieving temporary funds shortages
on the part of these non-bank financial institutions.

B. Active Emplornent
of Transactions InvoIcing
Bonds under Repurchase Agreements
The Bank of Korea made active use of repurchase

Government

agreements

and Public

involving

government and public bonds during the year in order to maintain money supply
at an appropriate

level. During

the year, the overall value of the Bank's RP

operations amounted to some 104 trillion won in a total of 122 transactions, figures

respectively 1.8 and 1.5 times those for the preceding year. Apart from the second
quarter when the market showed relatively stable range of movements, purchases of

government and public bonds under resale agreements, or reverseRPs, exceeded
sales. Particularly in the second half of the year, the Bank greatly enlarged the scale
of its offers of reverse repos to the market as banks were experiencing acute liquidity

shortages owing to the failure to resolve the problems of the Kia group and the
foreign exchange crisis.
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Note: Figuresin parenthesesrepresentthe number of RP transactions.

C . Outstanding

Balance of Monetary Stabilization

Bonds Reduced

As the Bank provided liquidity by way of the redemption of MSBs to alleviate the
v ery tight conditions
redemption

in financial

of MSBs totalled

markets throughout

1,559 billion

much of the year, net

won during the year. Thus, their

outstanding balance eased from 25 trillion won to 23.5 trillion won at the end of
the year and the ratio of the outstanding balance of MSBs to M2, correspondinglyl

dropped from 14 per cent to 12 per cent.
The net redemption of MSBs increased in the first quarter as the Bank eased its
m onetary management

to soothe the market unrest. However, net issuance took

place in the second quarter when the Bank needed both to sterilize inflows and to
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absorb the excess liquidity released during the first quarter.
But in the third quarter, MSBs shifted back to a slight net redemption position,

because the Bank provided liquidity in accordance with an enlarged short-term
capital account deficit and the deepening financial market turmoil. Moreover, in
the fourth quarter, the scale of the net redemption was greatly enlarged as the Bank
strove to ease the shortage of liquidity arising from its large-scaleintervention in the
foreign exchange market in support of the Korean won.

(4) Reserve Requirement

Policy

The Bank redllced the average reserve requirement ratio by 2.1 per centage points

on February 23 with a view to improving commercial banks'autonomy
asset management,

in their

and providing a level playing field between banks and non-

b anks. Previously the level of reserve requirements had been differentiated by type

of deposit, but this system failed to reflect their varying degrees of liquidity or

"moneyness". The Bank thus realignedthe reserverequirementsystemby grouping
deposits into either demand deposits or time deposits(including special purpose
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deposits),and imposing reserverequirementon the basisof the degreeof liquidity.
The Bank also imposed reserve requirement on negotiable certificates of
d eposit(CDs), setting the ratio at 2 per cent. However, inter-bank CDs remain

exempt from reserverequirements.
In a matching move, the Bank absorbed the approximately 2,800 billion won in
surplus liquidity released through its lowering of reserve requirements by the
reduction of its aggregate credit ceiling.

(5) Loan System of Banking Institutions
A. Regulations on Credit Extension Steadily Eased
The Bank continued to ease regulations on the credit extension of commercial
banks with a view to establishing banks'loan management on the bases of market
principles and the strengthening of firms'competitiveness.
W ith effect from February 10, to increase infrastructure investment, the Bank
allowed banks to lend funds for purchase of land needed for road construction by

local governments and for primary facilities (roads, railways, ports, airports,
m ultipurpose dams, water supplyl sewage disposal, telecommunications,

etc.)

among the private-capital-initiative facilities selected by the government . And the

bank eased remaining prohibitions on credit extension except for business which
threaten to provoke a recurrence of real estate speculation.

The Bank on July 4 lowered the mandatory ratio for lending to small and
m edium enterprisesby local banks and Industial Bank of Korea. The ratio applied
to local banks was reduced from 70 per cent to 60 per cent, in view of local banks'

comparative disadvantage in attracting funds from households because of the
limitation on their fund management imposed by the higher ratios than those on
with nationwide commercial banks(45 per cent). And the Enforcement Decree of
Industrial Bank of Korea Act was amended, so bringing down its mandatory ratio
for lending to small and medium enterprisesfrom 90 per cent to 80 per cent with
effect from November

29.

O n August 1, the Bank abolished regulations imposed on the main banks of the

ten largestconglomerates in connection with the latter'sacquisition of real estate.It
w as considered

that the effectiveness

of such restrictions
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had declined

since an

institutional frameworks had already been put in place and the interlinked business

groupswerethemselvespressingahead with saleof own real estatein the courseof
industri al restructuring ,

B. Management Systemof Banking Institutions'Credit Realigned
W ith effect from August 1, credit ceilings on a single interlinked business group
("chaebol") were introduced, the main objectivesbeing to enhance the effectiveness
of banks'credit concentration management and to avoid ioint failures on the part
o f the chaebol

and banks.

The legalfoundation for this system,which prohibits an individual bank's credit
extension to a chaebol from exceeding a certain ratio of its equity capital, had
already been laid under the 1982 revision of the General Banking Act. But, since the
size of banks'equity capital had been too small, and information about individual
firms within each chaebol and banks'credit

statistics had not been computerized,

introduction of the system had been deferred. However, these obstacles having
resolved themselves in the course of time, it was decided to put the system in
operation.

Loans(including loans from banks'trust accounts) and acceptances& guarantees
in won fall within the scope of the system, and the ceiling on such credit to a single
chaebol is set at 45 per cent of a bank's equity capital. An interim period of 3
years(tillJuly 31,2000)was allowed so that banks could call in credit in excessof the
ceiling as of the enforcement date, August 1, 1997. A bank unable to handle the

problem within this time frame must obtain the consent of the Superintendentof
Banks or his successor , the Financial Services Commissioner.

M eanwhile, the Bank decided to retain the existing system of credit ceilings on

chaebols as a whole up until July 31,2000 when the interim period set for
withdrawal of credit in excess of the ceiling as of the enforcement date expires. This

decision was motivated by worries that if it were to be abolished, smaller chaebols
or SMEs in relatively poor credit standing would find themselves in a more difficult

position as a handful of the leading chaebolsmight borrow up to the limit of the
ceiling from several banks at the same time.

C. SingleBorrowersCreditCeilingsIntroducedon Banks'TrustAccounts
W ith effect from August 1, the government introduced a ceiling on single
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borrowersfrom banks'trust accounts, restrictingloans to single individuals or
corporations to five per cent of the outstanding balance of a bank's total trust

account loans as of the previousyear-end.The systemwas introduced to prevent
the possibilityof loans from banks'trust accountsbeing used to circumvent the
ceilings on bank account credit to single borrowers. Banks were required to
w ithdraw that portion of their credit from their total account in excess of the new

single-lenderceiling within three years.But, when approval is obtained 7om the
Minister of Finance and Economy, a bank may exceptionally be allowed to
continue extendingcredit7om its trustaccountin excessof the new ceiling.
D. Types of financial Institutions Handling with Commercial Paper(CP)
Temporarily

Broadened

Alert to the likelihood of a further contraction in firms'short-term fund raising
due to the suspensionof nine merchant banks'operations on December 2, the
government allowed seven local banks to handle the discount of accommodation-

bills between December 16,1997 and March 31,1998. And on December 10 it

allowed banks'trust accountsto purchaseCP up until the end of 1998,Meanwhile,
securitiescompanies receivedpermission to engage in the underwriting, dealing
and brokerageof CP without any limit on the amount as of August 1.

(6) Banking Institution

Deposits

A . Fund-Raising Regulations Eased

The Bank continued to easeregulationsconcerning banks'fund-raising both to
enlarge their autonomy and to promote competition in the financial market.

On February10, it abolishedrestrictionson the maximum maturities(10years)of
bank depositsin a move correspondingto the abolition of regulationson those(10
years) of bank loans under the revised General Banking Act(january 13). Its

regulationson the minimum maturities(oneyear)of depositswith fixed maturity
on which floating ratescould be applied werealso eliminated. But the Bank kept in
place the regulationson the maximum maturitiesof special-purpose-deposits
such
as long-term savings for households, which were stipulated under relevant
legislations,notably the Regulationof TaxReductionand ExemptionA7t.
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On February17, the Bank eliminated ceilings on banks'issuance of CDs, the
n eed for which had disappeared with the imposition of reserve requirement on

CDs(February23). It alsoremovedthose on banks'issuance of coverbills to enlarge
their fund-raising-capacity
for the discount of firms'commercial bills. And the ban
on banks'acceptance of their own CDs as collateral, which had been imposed to
prevent their abuses as a form of compensating balance, were abolished, as the
deregulation of lending rules had obviated the need for regulation.
As of July 7, saving-type products were consolidated with the integration of
savings deposits and preferential savings deposits, which allow'free deposit and
withdrawal'at

any time, and all restrictions abolished except those concerning

depositor eligibility(individual persons only) on interest rate, ceilings on the
amount of deposit, the method of calculating the interest rate, etc. For company
savings deposits, although the Bank freed up interest rates,it decided not to permit
the payment of interest on deposits of lessthan seven days in order to maintain the
effectiveness of regulations concerning interest rates on passbook deposits and
checking deposits. As a result, banks were able to launch market-interest-bearing
m oney market deposit accounts(MMDA), products which combine the features of

'freedepositand withdrawal'and the'checkability'of demand deposits,with the
h igh yields of time & savings deposits.

Regulations were lifted on the interest rate payable after the maturity of deposits
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with fixed maturity whose effectivenesshad disappeared with the liberalization of
those interest rates(November 1995) and the abolition of restrictions on maximum

maturities(February1997). Individual banks were allowed to set interest rate for the
m id-termcancellation at their discretion for deposits with fixed maturity held for at
leastone month, the minimum contract period for them.
In addition, the Bank removed restrictions on the minimum

issuance of CDs,

cover bills and high-value RPs, and deregulated interest rates on low-valuefinancial
products. And it also scrapped most requirements on the issue of short-term
m arketable financial products such as those on the maturities of commercial bills,

trade bills, RPs, etc. However, the thirty-dayminimum maturity on CDs, cover bills
and RPs remained in place.
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B . Commercial

Banks'Issuance

of Financial

Debentures

Allowed

In keeping with the trend toward financial liberalization, commercial banks were
allowed to issue financial debentures from July 7 with a view to encouraging the
development of long-term financial business.

Banks were allowed to determine the type of financial debenture, the method of
issuance and the use of the funds raised, at their discretion,

but the minimum

m aturity was set at three years to minimize side effects arising from the direct
competition with banks'deposit products and the existing financial debentures
offered by specializedbanks and development institutions. Repurchase by the bank
prior to maturity was also prohibited.
M eanwhile, the issuance ceiling on financial debentures was set at 50 per cent of
a bank's equity capital, with a proviso added that it be set at 25 per cent thereof for

one year from the date of enforcement. But the Bank abolished this proviso on
D ecember 22 so that banks could improve their BIS capital adequacy ratios through
the issue of subordinated

notes.

In addition, Korea Development Bank and Korea Long Term Credit Bank, which
h ad long issued financial debentures as a source of funds, were allowed to issue CDs

and coverbills to keep a level playing field with commercial banks.
C . Issuance Ceiling
Type Installment

of Development

Money

in Trust Expanded

and New

Trusts Launched.

Seekingto stabilizefinancial marketand increaseinstitutional investor'spurchase
of stocks, the government on November 26 raised, by two trillion won, the ceiling

on development money in trust which had been frozen for since January, Banks
were instructed to use more than 30 per cent of amounts newly raised through
development money in trust for the purchase of stocks.

On December15, the government shortenedthe minimum maturitiesof banks'
trust account products(one

year and six months)

to one year. It reduced the

penalties for mid-term cancellation to a fixed rate of one per cent of the amount
cancelled where the period held in trust was less than six months,

and allowed

banks to set penalties for mid-term cancellation at their discretion within a
m aximum of 0.5 per cent where that period held in trust was at least six months.
This paved the way for the launch of new type installment trusts whose maturity
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was 6 months. These moves represented back-up measures following the
suspension of the operations of some merchant banks, and were taken in the light

of the need to strengthenbanks'fund-raisingcapacityso as to facilitatetheir trust
accounts discount and purchase of CPI an activity previously carried out by
m erchant

banks.

D. Reserve Requiremen? on Workman-Preferential Savings Set Low
On August 30, the government introduced interest-income-taxexempt workmanpreferential savings with maturities from three to five years to support worker's
accumulation

of financial

assets, On September

18, the Bank set the reserve

requirement ratio on these products at one per cent, in view of their characteristics as

long-termsaving products with a low possibility of mid-term cancellation.

(7) Maior Changes in Financial
A . Revision

of the Bank

Industry

Legislation

of Korea Act

The Bank of Korea A7t was revised in order to enhance the independence and
autonomy of the Bank of Korea and to divest it of its bank supervisory function. It
was provided that the revised Act should enter into effect as of April 1,1998.

The revisedAct defines the Bank of Korea'sobiective as being solely'to maintain
price stability', abandoning the former dual obiectives of'the maintenance of the
stability of the value of moneys and the strengthening of the soundness of the
banking and credit system:
Under the new Act, the Minister of Finance and Economy is excluded from the
chairmanship and membership of the Monetary Board while the Govemor of the

Bank of Koreaservesconcurrentlyas the Chairman of the Monetary Board. The
membership of the Monetary Board is reduced from nine to seven,of which a smaller
proportion is recommended by the government. In addition, all members are to serve

on a 171-timebasisand no member shall be dischargedfrom office against his will.
In regard to monetary and credit policyl the Act prescribesthat the Bank of Korea
set a price stability target every year in consultation

with the government,

and

formulate and publicly announce an operation plan including this target for its
m onetary and credit policy. The Bank of Korea is to engage in the operation and
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m anagement of the payment systems, insofar as this is related to monetary and
credit policy. The revised Act also stipulates that the Bank of Korea exercise an

advisory function concerning the government's policies on the exchange rate,
foreign currenrr loans and deposits of banks, and the selling of foreign exchange
overbought and oversold position limits on them.

In parallel with the restructuring of the financial supervisory functions, the
former provisions related to the 07ice of Bank Supervision are abolished. However,
the Act does give the Bank of Korea certain indirect and limited supervisory powers.
Under these, the Bank of Korea has the right to request all banks, and all non-banks

entering into agreements on checking accounts with it, to submit such materials as
it may request. The Bank of Korea may require the Financial Supervisory Board to

conduct on-site examination or joint examination with it on specific banking
institutions when the Monetary Board deems it necessary for the implementation
of its monetary and credit policy. It also may require the Financial Supervisory
Board to submit the findings of such examinations,

and on the basis of these

findings to order corrective actions by the banks concerned.

The revision leaves the Minister of Finance and Economy with the right to
request the Monetary Board to reconsider a resolution it has adopted, while adding
a provision

which restricts potential

abuse of this right. Under the provision

concerned, he may ask for reconsideration only when the resolution is in conflict

with the government's economic policies and in such cases he should at once
announce this publicly.
Under the new A7t, the Bank of Korea is required, at least once a year, to prepare

a report on the implementation of its monetary and credit polifyl and submit this
to the National Assembly. The revised Act stipulates that the central bank's budget
for expenses other than those related to monetary and credit policy must receive

the prior approval of the Minister of Finance and Economy.
B. Passage of the Act Concerning
O rganizations

Establishment

of Financial

An Act was passed to consolidate

and integrate

within

Supervisory

a single financial

supervisory institution the financial supervisory function, which had previously
been divided among separate agencies according to the type of financial institution.

Entitled the Aet Concerning

the Establishment
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of Financial

Supervisory

Organizations, it was to come into effectas of April 1, 1998.
The Act provides that the Financial Supervisory Commission be instituted as the
supreme policy-making body for financial supervision under the jurisdiction of the
Prime Minister. It should deliberate and resolve on maior aspects of financial
supervision:

the establishment

and revision

of regulations

relevant

to the

supervision of financial institutions; authorizations and permissions relevant to the
operations of financial institutions; important matters relevant to the examination
and sanction of financial
administration,

institutions;

and important

matters relevant to the

supervision, and oversight of securities and futures markets. It is

also required to instruct and supervise the duties, operations, and administration

of

the Financial Supervisory Board.
The Financial Supervisory Commission is to be made up of nine members: three
ex-officio members and six members appointed by the President. The Chairman of
the Financial Supervisory Commission is to be appointed by the President after the
d eliberation

of the State Council.

The Securities

Supervisory

and

Futures

Commission.

Commission

is to be established

under

the Financial

It will be in charge of the investigation

of unfair

transactions in the securities and futures markets, and the pre-deliberation of matters
concerning the standards of corporate accounting and the auditing of accounts, etc.

The Financial SupervisoryBoard is to be establishedby the merger of the existing
financial

supervisory

bodies on a date in 1999 as prescribed by the related

Presidential Decree. It will take the form of a special iuridical person with no capital
and will undertake the examination and supervision of financial institutions under
the direction of the Financial Supervisory Commission

and the Securities and

Futures Commission. Until the establishment of the Financial Supervisory Board, its
functions are to be performed by the four existing supervisory bodies - the Banking
Supervisory Authorityl the Securities Supervisory Board, the Insurance Supervisory
Board, and the Credit Management Fund.
C . Revision of the Depositor Protection Act
The Depositor Protection Act was revised in order to enhance the depositor
p rotection

function

and promote

the stability

of the financial

industry.

Its

provisions consolidated the various existing deposit insurance institutions into the

Deposit Insurance Corporation and strengthened the latter's functions in the
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resolution

of distressed

financial

institutions.

The four previous deposit insurance bodies -the Deposit Insurance Corporation,
the SecuritiesSupervisory Board, the Insurance Supervisory Board and the Credit
M anagement Fund - were consolidated into ?ne, i.e. the Deposit Insurance
Corporation. Along with this integration, the scope of financial institutions covered

by the Act was extended to include not only banks but also securitiescompanies,
insurance companies, merchant banking corporations, mutual savings and finance
companies, and credit unions. The scope of the deposits covered by the Act was

similarly expanded to include those of the newly-embraced financial institutions.
The five separate deposit insurance funds established for each type of financial
institution were also integrated into the Deposit Insurance Fund.

The functions of the Corporation relating to funding support for mergers and
acquisitions involving distressed financial institutions and the resolution of such
institutions

were extensively

strengthened.

The scope for the Corporation's

provision of funding support was widened, allowing it to help fund the smooth
takeover or merger of a troubled financial institution and support a "possibledistressedfinancial institution", that is one the likelihood of whose insolvency is
considered by the Operating Committee of the Corporation as high owing to its
weak capital structure, Such support might take the form of capital participation,
contribution, or the purchase of its outstanding securities.

And a "deposits purchase system" and "bridging financial institution system"
were introduced. Under the deposits purchase system the Corporation buys deposits

or claimsfrom depositorsand creditors,allowing them to obtain their funds quickly
w hen an incident

entailing

insurance claims occurs but before the distressed

financial institution concerned goes into liquidation. Under the bridging financial
institution system a newly established bridging financial institution takes over the
b usiness

or contracts

of a distressed

financial

institution

so that

the distressed

financial institution may exit the market easily.
D . Legislation Concerning
N on-performing

M anagement
Legislation

EHlcient Disposal of Financial Institutions'

Assets and Establishment

of the Korea Asset

Corporation

was enacted providing

institutions'non-performing

for the efficient

assets and establishment
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disposal

of financial

of the Korea Asset

M anagement Corporation, whose purpose is to clear non-performing loans o? the
b ooks of financial

institutions

swiftly and support

the self-rescue efforts of

potentially distressedenterpriseshaving borrowings from them. Provision was also
m ade for the setting-up and operation of the Non-performing

Asset Resolution

Fund under the Korea Asset Management Corporation.

The main functions of the Corporation are the assumption or resolution of nonperforming assets entrusted to it by financial institutions, and investigating the
property of debtors(and their close associates).Should the Corporation be asked by
a financial institution to support the self-rescuescheme of a potentially distressed

enterprise, it can sell or dispose of those assetsincluded in the self-rescuescheme
which it has purchased or had entrusted to it in order to assist in the turnaround. It
m ay also undertake a diagnostic management

study of the enterprise in question

and advise on the rehabilitation of its management.
M eanwhile, the Non-performing Asset Resolution Fund was set up within the

Corporation so as to resolve the non-performing assets of financial institutions
effectively.The Fund's resourcesconsist of contibutions from financial institutions
and the government, funds raisedby the issuance of its bonds, borrowings from the
Bank of Korea and other institutions, operating surplus, etc. The Fund is drawn on
for the purchase of non-performing assets of financial institutions and those assets
included in the self-rescueplans of potentially distressed enterprises, and for the
repayment of principal and interest on its bonds and on its other borrowings.
E. Revision
Industry

of the Act on the Structural

Improvement

of the Financial

The Act on the Structural Improvement of the Financial Industry was revised
with a view to strengthening management improvement measures and orders, and

the pursuit of efficient financial industry restructuring. It set standards for
government

investment

in a distressed financial

institution

and for capital

reduction orders by the financial supervisory authorities.

Firstly, the scope of management

improvement

measures issued by the

Superintendent of the Financial Supervisory Board for a financial institution which

is financially unsound in that, for example, its ratio of equity capital is below the
specified standard,

was expanded

to include

actions such as the increase or

reduction of capital, the disposal of asset holdings, the downsizing
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of its

organization, the prohibition of acquisitions of high-riskassets,suspension of some
p arts of its business, submission

of a plan for managerial

improvement,

etc.

Previouslylit had encompassed simply the issue of a caution, warning, etc.
The scope of management

improvement

orders issued by the Financial

Supervisory Commission for a distressed financial institution was similarly
expanded to include actions such as the cancellation of some stocks(including the
cancellation of all of the stocksheld by some shareholders) or the consolidation of
shares; the suspension

of officers from the performance

of their duties; the

appointment of administrators; and the merger or the transfer of all or part of the
business,or its takeoverby a third partyl etc.
Secondlyf the Financial Supervisory Commission was empowered to request the
government or the Deposit Insurance Corporation to invest in a distressedfinancial
institution which could not continue to carry out its business because it had
suffered a run on deposits, etc. If the government or the Deposit Insurance
Corporation invests in the capital of a distressed financial institution, the board of
directors of the latter may determine matters concerning the issue of new stocks

such as their type and conditions, volume, issue price, allotment method and other
p rocedures related to issuance, the provisions
n otwithstanding.
M eanwhile,

of the Commercial

the board of directors of a distressed financial

institution

Code
which

is

ordered to reduce its capital may make a resolution that this be done and stipulate
such matters as the methods and procedure of the reduction of capital, and the
procedure for the consolidation of shares, etc., notwithstanding the provisions of
the Commercial Code. But so as to prevent the rights of creditors or current
shareholders from being impaired through such a reduction of capital, conditions
w ere attached

that

a distressed

financial

institution

which

decided

to reduce

its

capital should give public notice concerning the decision of the board of directors,
and shareholders,etc. should have the opportunity to present opposing views.
f , Revision of the General Banking Act

The General Banking Act was revised to improve the corporate governance and
m anagement of commercial banks. It strengthened

the accountability

of

m anagement through changes in their shareholding structure and enlarged the
sphere of its business discretion through abolition of the approval system of
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establishment, closure or relocation of a branch, agencyl etc. The role of nonexecutive directors was also heightened.
Although the basic four-percent ceiling on ownership of stocks by a single person

remains in place, greater allowance is made for exceptions. Notwithstanding the
ceiling, a non-resident may own stocksup to ten percent of the total voting stocks
of a bank provided details of the share-holding are reported to the Financial
Supervisory Commission. A foreigner intending to acquire or hold stocks of a bank
in excessof this 10% level should obtain prior approval from the Commission for
holdings at above the 10%,25% and 33% levels in each case. A Korean individual
or iuridical person may own the stocks of a bank through the same procedures as
for the report by a foreigner at up to the ten percent level, or within the subsequent

holding brackets for which approval for a foreigner's shareholding has been
obtained. Concerning insider loans, the aggregateamount of loans and guarantees
to a single person who holds more than ten percent of its outstanding stocksshould
n ot exceed the lesser of an amount determined by the related Presidential Decree

within 45% of the equity capital of the bank and an amount proportionate to the
share of the bank's equity held by that single person.

Next, in order to heighten the effectivenessof non-executivedirectorswithin the
b oard of directors, the ratio of the composition

of non-executive directors was

changed. Previously half of the non-executive membership of the board was to be

m ade up of representativesof large shareholders,three-tenthsof representativesof
small shareholders and one-fifth of persons proposed by the board of directors.

Under the new Act this make-up of non-executiveboard membership was changed
to seven-tenthsfor representativesof shareholders and three-tenthsthose proposed
by the board.
And, in order to enlarge the scope for the exercise of banks'managerial
judgement, the approval system of the Monetary Board concerning establishment,
closure or relocation

of a branch,

agency, etc. was abolished.

The Financial

Supervisory Commission may nevertheless determine the standards and the
proceduresconcerning those actions. In case of a change in the bank's capital, the
capitalization of reservesmay be carried out at a bank's discretion, but the reduction
o f its capital

still requires

authorization

C ommission.
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from the Financial

Supervisory

G . Other Related Legislation

The Act on Lending-specialized Financial Business was passed allowing
companies wishing to operate lending businesses not involved in deposit-taking,

such as creditcardbusiness,leasing,installment creditbusiness,and venturecapital
business, to engage in such businessesgenerally. Various pieces of legislation
concerning lending businesses were consolidated into this Act, and, thanks to its

passage,entry barriersto establishing a lending-specializedfinancial company were
lowered and restrictionson its subsequent operation eased.
As the Korea Development Bank and the Industrial Bank were excluded from the

institutions controlled within the framework of the Act on the Management of
Government-invested Institutions, the Korea Development Bank Act and the
Industrial

Bank of Korea Act were amended

to enhance the managerial

independence of those banks through the reform of articles concerning their
executives, budgeting, final accounts, etc., and the easing of restrictions on their
operations. In the meantime, the Korea Housing Bank Act was abolished, thereby
allowing the conversion of the related bank, the weight of whose specialization had
greatly declined amid changes in the financial environment, etc., to a general bank
governed under the General Banking Act.

The Securitiesand ExchangeA7t,the InsuranceBusinessAct, the Act Concerning
Merchant Banking Corporations,the Mutual Saving and Financing Act, and the
Trust Business Act were all revised in line with the integration of financial
supervisory authorities and the consolidation of deposit insurance institutions.

Amendments were also made to enhance the transparency and soundness of
financial institution management.

In order to mitigate the continuing anxieties and inconvenience brought about

by the enforcement of the "real name financial transaction system" while
strengthening guarantees of the confidentiality of financial transactions, the

Presidential Financial and Economic EmergencyDecreeConcerning Real Name
Financial Transactions and Guarantee of the Confidentiality
Transactions was abolished

upon the enactment

of Financial

of the Real Name Financial

Transactions and Guarantee of the Confidentiality of Financial TransactionsA7t.
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